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Introduction
Then there are the customer-obsessed, tech-driven
ecosystems that would love to integrate financial
solutions anywhere they can. But unlike the older, more
battle-scarred banks have no experience of crises of
this scale and little preparation for juggling over-
regulation and compliance, banking processes.

Lastly, there are the tech titans, who are eyeing up
entire industries as a potential source of revenue.
Financial services look like a huge piece of the pie to
them. And they have the modern world’s oil reserves —
billions of barrels of data — that can help them launch
products quickly across the globe

Each player has a role to play in shaping the future of
credit — but will this be for the good of consumers? This
is what we want to explore here. 

But traditional banks and lenders often have limited
abilities to innovate fast and they do not have a history
of putting the customer’s needs at the centre of their
business models. Many have outsourced their tech
department and they have limited capability and very
often no culture to radically transform how they serve
customers.

Getting fair credit to people who need it is a global
problem. 

The pandemic has made this a harder problem to
address. 

Because there are now even great pressures to balance
credit access with credit risk management.

Economies everywhere need to keep the flow of credit
moving. And we must support and encourage people to
feel financially secure and financially included, as the
world continues a slow journey toward recovery.
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 For several decades, lending has been a
standardised, tedious, and time-

consuming procedure. 

Medici



WHY PEOPLE BORROW FROM
NON-BANKS

If it’s so easy to hail a cab or courier right when you
need one, why is it so hard to get access to the credit
you need? 

And if I can do all of that easily on my mobile, why can’t
I buy other good and services in the same way? 

This is why embedded finance offers such promise —
it’s a long-overdue chance to meet people’s
expectations and make borrowing simpler, faster, and
fairer. 

Almost seven out of 10 banking executives say most
consumers will be saving, investing, and borrowing
through companies like Amazon and Google within the
next five years, according to an Accenture and Oxford
Economics study. 

Once you’ve had a taste of a great user experience, it’s
hard to accept less.

This is the fundamental reason why consumers are
changing their approach to borrowing, to financial
services. 

Millions of people all over the world have become
familiar with Airbnb, Uber, Grab, Amazon in the past
decade. Yes, they all provide different services — but
they all share a common trait: nine times out of ten, they
provide an outstanding customer experience. 

This raises a question for people who engage with these
companies a lot.

If it’s so easy to rent someone else's house, why is it so
hard to get a simple loan? 
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"Marketplaces and other
platform-based business models

will play a growing role in
financial product distribution,

taking market share from other
distributors as both business and

retail customers shift to digital
touchpoints.” 

 
— 11:FS Better Banking

Business Models: Embedded
Finance and the Path to Growth



Facebook owns the world’s biggest social networks in the world,
including its own, WhatsApp, Messenger, and Instagram. For a while

now, it’s been pushing payments and commerce across each
network. Look at WhatsApp Pay, WhatsApp Business, Payments in

Messenger, and now ecommerce checkouts on Instagram.
Embedding lending into these environments is a logical next step.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big tech credit has shown particularly rapid growth in Asia (China,
Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia), and some countries in Africa

and Latin America. 
 

THE FACEBOOK THREAT

- Bank of International Settlements

https://www.bis.org/publ/work887.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/work887.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/work887.htm


ENTER
EMBEDDING
SCORING

Buy-now pay-later companies: 

eCommerce platforms: 

Retail and hospitality: 

Vehicles: 

Micro-investing: 

Take a look at these brands already using embedded
lending, for example:

Klarna and AfterPay let consumers split an online
purchase into small monthly payments. A $100 payment
becomes four installments of $25, for example.

Shopify offers its significant merchant customer base
payments and lending at the point of need. The
platform uses ‘as-a-service’ providers to deliver these
financial products.

People can order and pay from their phones with the
Starbucks app. Purchases earn points, which people
can be redeemed for future purchases.

Electric vehicle-maker Tesla helps its customers to
purchase insurance coverage in near real-time, while
they are buying their cars. 

Raiz and Acorns have inked partnerships with many
companies that allow consumers to ‘invest’ their spare
change into a chosen portfolio that can be checked
and changed quickly on a simple mobile app. 

Companies that have earned much greater levels of
trust than legacy banks are now entering the financial
services arena. With a deep and rapid understanding of
data, non-bank brands can understand where
consumers shop, what they buy, their future goals, and
their credit profile. 

Having an actionable data set is incredibly enriching for
understanding your consumer — it creates an
enormous opportunity for these businesses. They can
upsell, cross-sell and add more revenue streams. 

With a foundation of great data, brands can integrate
with fintech-as-a-service providers to develop more
products and bring the consumer end-to-end. In short,
they can make everything as seamless as possible.
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“When a customer’s at an
ecommerce checkout,

using 0% annual
percentage yield (APY)
lending makes [may]
increase conversion.” 

 
— 11:FS Better Banking

Business Models:
Embedded Finance and

the Path to Growth



Amazon poses the same threat to financial services that it did to
independent bookstores and retailers many years ago. The small
mercy for financial services is that it can now see them coming. In

fact, they’re already inside the gates. Amazon has a lot of financial
products for merchants and consumers. Insurance. Payments. And

merchant lending. 
 

Ultimately, Amazon wants to allow more merchants to sell and more
consumers to buy — and lending can be a gateway to this.. Just

begin to imagine all the data Amazon collects from its marketplaces
and financial products. It’s a virtuous cycle that allows them to

continually refine their products — both core and financial.

THE AMAZON THREAT



WILL BIG TECH DISRUPT LENDING?

This is a big problem. Because big tech has unique
machine learning and AI capabilities. They are not
burdened by legacy technology stacks. And they can
monetise financial services data in ways that
incumbents can't.

Just look at three of the biggest tech companies in the
world.

Here’s another reason for non-financial services
businesses to take a closer look at embedded finance.

Big Tech will probably do it.

Facebook, Google, Apple, and Amazon are all eyeing
financial services. 

These tech titans know the revenue opportunities are
significant.

Old financial services – and even newer fintechs — are
paying for the industry’s past sins. People just don’t
trust financial services as much as tech.  
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You don’t need to be told iPhones are everywhere. You can see it
every time you step out on a street. An estimated third of iPhone

owners have enabled Apple Pay or activated Apple Pay, the
precursor to the launch of Apple’s own card. Just like Amazon, Apple

has used its substantial customer data to launch financial products
and vice versa. You only have to look at the progression from the first

iPhone to the most recent one, to understand how much ground
Apple can cover in improving its financial services offering. 

 

THE APPLE THREAT



SCORING CUSTOMER DATA TO
EMBED CREDIT PRODUCTS

The World Bank has suggested credit providers
‘recalibrate internal scoring models’ to better serve
borrowers across the globe. Which raises a question for
banks, fintechs, and non-bank lenders alike: How can
you onboard customers faster and have the least
amount of false positives?

A century ago, Ford offered loans for people to
purchase their cars. In the 2020s, digitalization has
accelerated what was once a historical quirk into a
global trend, a global need. What’s old is new again —
and vastly better. 

The seamless integration of APIs has made this possible.
And the slow and gradual uptake of Open Banking will
see fintech move beyond its infancy toward adulthood.
It will be a time of innovation.

WHY OLD SCORING MODELS WON’T WORK

In this world, credit bureaus are increasingly looking
unfit for purpose. The pandemic has revealed their
‘data blindness’. That’s a problem. As the International
Committee on Credit Reporting puts it: “Inadequate
and untimely data […] can lead to credit rationing,
increase in the cost of credit and exclusion of
borrowers.”
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“Our credit system is struggling
to adapt. In a system that

already had its legacy issues,
the COVID relief payment

holidays have introduced yet
another layer of opacity.” 

 
— Bud Open Banking 2021

Report



GRAB has partnered with a fintech to
provide a reliable alternative to

traditional credit scoring methods for
Southeast Asia’s financially excluded. 

 



MEET
EMBEDDED
SCORING

Financial technology partnerships are beginning to
shed more light on the possibilities of alternative credit
data, to power more transparent and fair credit
assessments.

Embedded scoring, stemming from the definition of
embedded finance, is the integration of credit scoring
technology to financial services today. As fintech
continues to evolve and the demand for such a solution
continues to increase every day, there’s now a pressing
need for lenders and other similar financial institutions
to upgrade their processes and tech as well―and
embedded scoring can help with that.

 Most, if not all, lenders are now making stricter and
more rigorous processes to better review credit and
loan applications. Ultimately, these processes slow
down the procurement of loans by borrowers, thereby
delaying their planned investments. With the help of
embedded scoring, lenders can simplify and accelerate
their operations while maintaining approval accuracy
and helping borrowers attain the loans that they need.

Digital innovations are improving legitimate know-your-
customer processes. Phony identities have long been a
problem in financial; services. In the digital world, fake
identities have taken a synthetic form. Innovative
technologies are getting better at ‘catching’ these
identities, where in the past credit bureau were unable
to do so. 

Embedded scoring, which credolab uses to help
businesses more quickly and fairly onboard customers.
Is better equipped for this new world. It can close the
doors to bad actors and open more of them to genuine
applicants.
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“Open banking solutions
based on intelligent

transaction data offer an
alternative data source that

provides more accurate
assessments of people’s

current circumstances and
a route to a more

meaningful conversation
with prospective borrowers

on affordability.” 
 

— Bud Open Banking
Report 2021

 



NOVA CREDIT is integrating with credit
bureaus on a global scale to open up

credit to immigrants in America.
 



A credit scoring process that would normally take days
is now reduced to a matter of seconds, because of
technology that can analyse over a million features
from consumer-approved and consented smartphone
metadata.

Many fintech companies today are offering embedded
scoring services for various applications. 

Credolab has designed its embedded scoring platform
to collect and use insights from a privacy-consented
data source to provide companies with a simple, ready-
for-action profitability plan. 

Different lenders, financial institutions, and other non-
bank businesses can use this solution to scale and
secure their services and improve customer satisfaction.

In a partnership with digital-only bank CIMB Bank
Philippines, credolab’s white-label mobile application
credoapp allowed Filipinos to apply for a credit loan of
up to P1,000,000 — without going through slow and
costly traditional banking requirements. 
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GETTING TO YES: 
LEND WITH CONFIDENCE

“Know-your-customer
procedures and inbuilt

credit scores ensure that
transactions that

previously took several
days are now completed
within minutes, facilitating
the lender and borrower.” 

 
— Medici

 



Swiss company COLENDI secures its
users’ permission to read data from

smartphones, social media, purchases,
and more other data points to inform its

credit scoring machine-learning
models. 

 



More companies will become micro-lenders,
whether it’s through POS financing, personalised
instalment payments, and other forms of micro-
loans. As access to credit widens, governments will
pay closer attention to how credit products are
created and scored, to weed out any unethical or
predatory players. Partnerships with proven fintech-
as-service providers will be crucial to delivering
scoring in a rigorous and reliable way. 

Embedded finance will break up into segments,
driven largely by a thirst for innovation in payments
and lending. Where not too long ago fintechs
challenged banks for borrowers’ applications, now
both fintechs and banks will be challenged by a
combination of Big Tech and non-tech enterprise
lenders. Brands with the best onboarding
experience and user experience will win new
markets. 

We’ll see more niche lending players and specialist
credit products being provided by both big tech
and other non-financial services brands. This will
accelerate, as it becomes cheaper than ever before
to produce relevant, embedded credit products. But
these providers will need to check creditworthiness
in innovative, fast ways. 

What does this great unbundling of financial services
and the arrival of embedded scoring mean for the
future of lending and credit?

Here’s what we think:
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IS FAST AND
FAIR CREDIT IN
REACH BY 2030?



Globally, it has underserved millions. In parts of our
world — even entire countries, cities, and suburbs —
access to fair financial services is extremely hard or
non-existent. At the same time, many millions in these
underserved areas have smartphones. They are
connected. And the data they willingly provide can be
used to open doors to better financial futures.

Embedded scoring can help bold and brave businesses
to bring these people into the financial system, creating
a more democratic lending landscape and new
revenue opportunities for lenders.

In much the same way the early music download service
Napster paved the way for Spotify’s successful
streaming model, so too are today’s fintechs paving the
way for a radically better financial services landscape. 

Data is at the heart of the success of businesses like
Spotify, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon. It’s going to be
exactly the same for financial services — and
embedded scoring will be central to a better future for
many. 

Because as it stands, the financial services industry
hasn’t risen to the challenge to serve all consumers
equally. 
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CONCLUSION



About credolab
We believe loans improve lives. We also believe traditional banking processes leave a lot of people
out of the process. That’s why credolab is changing the way the world looks at credit. Our
pioneering technology calculates credit scores based on people’s mobile and web -behavioral
data— so lenders can make decisions based on the way people live and work in the modern
world. Making loans more accessible to more people benefits everyone. 

Talk to us today. 
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https://www.credolab.com/contact
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www.credolab.com


